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Use this quick guide to assist you in easy onboarding and the right resources to navigate 
the SAT and ACT practice and analytics platform – Empowering Students to Score High

SIGN-UP AS (STUDENT)
Set or Update Score Goals

SIGN-UP (PARENT | TUTOR | 
TEACHER | COACH)

Why this platform?

Here’s are three solid reasons 
that help students to score 
high.

1,Intelligent practice 
recommendations

Our algorithm generates skill-
sets to be worked on, based on 
your test taking style and 
practice data. 

2. Insights tailored to your 
personalized style

Reports that give you a deeper 
understanding of your pacing, 
error analysis, strengths and 
weaknesses. Saves money and 
prep-time.

3. Practice, Analyze and 
Improve from official SAT 8 
tests and from 9 Real ACT 
tests.

Your choice of score goals, gap 
and comparative analysis 
designed by experts to adapt 
to your practice data and 
mastering the skills. Simply 
helps you to  prepare smart!

QUESTIONS?
support@mySATadvisor.com

LINK-UP (PARENT | TUTOR) accepts the request

TESTING CENTER: STUDENT 
LAUNCHES THE TEST –Simulated 
real testing experience.

-Print the CB  test or the other  
tests from popular publishers 
and key in the answers on 
intelligent digital bubble sheet 
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STUDENT SENDS THE LINK 
REQUEST TO PARENT OR TUTOR
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Utilize the digital notes to improve the 
accuracy, analyze the pacing and easily re-test

Only the incorrect, guess and book marked 
questions that saves the time

Utilize all the features in
practice and progress menu to 
achieve your score goal to 
attend your dream school.
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Send the two detailed reports on scoring

And personalized recommendations with gap 
analysis by either downloading or clicking the 
email from “my Reports” section from 
“TESTING CENTER”

Please have a quick glance at 2-3 minute videos at : https://mysatadvisor.com/get-started-now
An ultimate platform for SAT and ACT score improvement. Let’s you practice and analyze on Official SAT and Real ACT Tests.  Just buy the official books for 

ACT or use the free links for SAT and utilize all the features to practice, analyze and improve the scores. Test-prep made simple and smart!
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https://bahprdmcfiles.azureedge.net/Employee/employee-set-or-update-goals.pdf
https://mysatadvisor.com/get-started-now

